Mini - RM 5 -

point of use undersink xpress heater

The ultimate in simplicity

••

ADVANTAGES

• Can be fitted witho�\
e:<pansion vessel

The Mini is a 5 litre point of use water heater, with an impressive 6 minute
heat-up time. The small size makes the Mini ideal for under sink fitting in office
buildings etc. where the central hot water supply is located at a distance. The
Mini RMS should be installed horizontally, and has a factory fitted thermostat
adjustable 30 - 60°C.

• Only 6 minutes heat·up time
from cold water to 60°(

• Ideal for office buildings etc.,
v,there there is far bet1.veen
the waTer heater central and
the hot water outlet

The 050 MINI RMS is perfect for point of use "under sink" water heater. The 3kW
element will heat the 5 litre capacity from cold in less than 6 minutes. The unit will
be most efficient when fitted horizontally with the connections facing upwards. Wall
mounting brackets are provided with the cylinder.
Although The RMS is an unvented cylinder, it requires no expans.ion vessel, although
an expansion relief valve for connection to a waste pipe is supplied. Domestic water
expansion is accommodated safely and legally within the cylinder and associated
pipework.
No check valve should be fitted within 2m of the RMS, to avoid the need for an
expansion vessel.
Temperature control is achieved through a factory fitted adjustable thermostat, with
an additional overheat safety cut out. An electrical cable is supplied factory fitted to
the cylinder for connection to the mains supply.

PRODUCT DATA
Guarantee
Insulation
Certifiatio11
EL element
Thermostat
Power cable
Safety valve

Tank 10 yrs' - parts 2 yrs

··

Mineral wool

CE

1" thread

40-70°( (preset 60T)
ractory fitted

q bar · facto0; irtted

'Subject to T&C

Technical Data Fiche
Prod. No. Product code:

110 0100 RM 5 - 3kW/1x240V
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Capacity Weight DiaxHeight Th.stat Volume Volumel Heatloss Heatloss
persons

0.5

kg.
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setting •c
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SubJect to changes without notice
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